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SaleCycle is committed to helping the world’s top brands recover lost sales online.

SaleCycle’s signature On-Site Remarketing and Email Remarketing solutions enable our 

clients to reconnect with consumers, delivering dynamic, personalized messages in 

real-time. We love what we do.

For more information visit: www.SaleCycle.com
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Introduction



No, it’s not a typo.
This isn’t a guide about website ‘retargeting’. 

We won’t be talking about following your customers around the web with targeted ads. 

This also isn’t a guide about display ‘pop-ups’. 

That word actually makes us cringe.

On-Site Remarketing is about engaging.

Not disrupting. 

And that’s a very important distinction.

It’s a science and an art.
Today’s savvy consumers can spot a sales pitch a mile away. They don’t want to be sold to, they want 

to be helped. But delivering this online isn’t easy… It’s a science and an art. 

The science lies in identifying the people who want help.

The art lies in delivering the right message to help them.

“The best marketing doesn’t 
feel like marketing.”

- Tom Fisburne

Click to Tweet

http://ctt.ec/aGLd9


Warning: Marketing buzzwords ahead…
Online engagement, digital engagement, customer engagement… do you see where I’m going here?

Marketers are throwing around ‘engagement’ buzzwords like hotcakes, all in the hope of improving 

the experience and boosting conversion. And it all sounds good right? “Engaging with our customers 

online… Yea, we need to do that!” But what the hell does that actually mean?!

Engagement needs context.
Every brand is di�erent, with an audience comprised of di�erent people, at di�erent stages in the 

buying cycle. Trying to slap on a one-size-fits-all definition of ‘customer engagement’ to check the 

box isn’t possible.

For ecommerce marketers, true engagement needs to be a function of understanding your 

customers. It’s about recognizing where they are in their journey and how they wish to interact with 

you. Are they looking for complimentary products? Do they need more information? Or maybe just a 

little extra persuasion? The real key to success is taking the time to distinguish these di�erences and 

engage accordingly. 

73% of consumers prefer to do business with retailers who personalize 
to make their shopping experience more relevant to them.

Source: Accenture

Nearly 9 in 10 marketing executives say online engagement is a 
priority but only 46% are actively managing it.

Source: eMarketer

http://ctt.ec/g9Rc2
http://ctt.ec/rbFa5


Ready to start?
Grab some more co�ee and get comfy, because you’re about to learn more about On-Site 

Remarketing than you ever thought possible!

In these next 3 sections we’re going to cut through all the buzzword bullsh*t. 

We’re going to get down to the brass tacks of how brands can e�ectively reconnect, engage and 

convert their online customers with the types of interactions they’re actually craving. 
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On-Site Conversion



3 in every 4 walk away.
Now think about that. And think about all of the blood, sweat and MONEY you put into getting 

visitors to your site. 70% of your visitors are browsing, scrolling, clicking, placing items in their cart… 

then leaving before they complete the purchase. What gives?!

There are a multitude of reasons really, and for the sake of time I’m not going to list them all here. 

BUT… all hope need not be lost. Even online, 

we can detect when a customer is about to leave (either through 

mouse movement or idle time). And if we can do that, then we 

have a chance to re-engage them before they leave and encourage

 them to complete the sale.

The Window Shopper
You all know this person. They constantly have about a gazillion tabs open, saving items to their 

digital wish list and placing items in their cart left, right and center. 

But when it comes time to checkout… they generally need a little persuading to pull the trigger.

The key to engaging with these types of shoppers is eliciting a sense of urgency as they’re 

contemplating whether to pull out their credit card or not.

 Is there a limited stock of certain items? A flash sale that is set to expire? 

Or other people pining over the same dream vacation? 

Just a gentle nudge to “get em before they’re gone” if you will.



On-Site Remarketing – Sense of Urgency
"You Are One of 19 People to View This Item Today"
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On-Site Remarketing – Sense of Urgency
"There Are Currently 75 People Making a Booking Online"
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On-Site Remarketing – Sense of Urgency
"12 People Are Looking at This Flight"
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The Cautious Consumer
Ah yes, the incessant researchers. These are the folks who are checking product specs and seeking 

out customer reviews, keen to find promo codes and double-check shipping costs before they commit 

to a purchase.

In their quest for the best bargain, they are also quick to abandon, seeking further information on a 

variety of other sites. Providing reassurance is key if you wish to engage the cautious consumer 

before they go.

Consider the power of an on-site message displaying 

customer or product reviews the moment they go to 

abandon your site. 

Or a message reinforcing your lowest price guarantee, 

free shipping or lifetime product warranty. It’s the right 

message at just the right time to put their mind at ease so

they can complete  the purchase.

77% of consumers seek out customer reviews before completing a  
purchase online.

Source: Jupiter Research

http://ctt.ec/Bffe6


On-Site Remarketing – Customer Reviews
"Based on 290 Reviews"
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On-Site Remarketing – Product Warranty
"100% Guarantee or Your Money Back"
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On-Site Remarketing – Price Guarantee
"The Best Rates, Online Price Guarantee"
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The Passionate Purchaser
We all have a friend who is the impulse buyer. The one who gets an immense sense of emotional 

gratification when they complete a purchase. This is also probably the friend who loves being the first 

to own the latest and greatest, happy to be first in line at 6am to get the newest Apple release. 

But even the Passionate Purchaser can get distracted. Imagine re-engaging them during the checkout 

process with an on-site message reminding them how close they are to owning that prized 

possession and how good they’ll feel once they complete the purchase.

Remember, there’s a reason why they love your brand… they just need a little reminder.
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On-Site Remarketing – Emotional Branding
"You Are Just Steps Away from Elevating Your Home…"
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On-Site Remarketing – Emotional Branding
"Great Choice!"
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On-Site Remarketing – Emotional Branding
"Wait, You're Almost There!"
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On-Site Customer Service



aka the “Human Factor”
In a traditional brick-and-mortar store you have a salesperson who is there to answer questions, 

address concerns and ensure your overall shopping experience is a pleasant one. 

Clearly in the ecommerce realm that element of customer face time is missing.

But that doesn’t mean online customers are willing to 

forgo an equally pleasing digital experience on your 

ecommerce site. In fact, despite the obvious barriers, 

customers are still demanding the “human factor” online.

So how do you create ‘engagement’ when the overall 

customer experience, not just conversion, is now your 

main objective?  Change your tune and engage with a 

di�erent On-Site Remarketing message…

If you like that, try this...
When we’re shopping in a physical store, we have someone on hand to make recommendations and 

point out related products that we may have not seen. So why not apply the same approach to online 

shopping? You don’t have to wait to send recommendations in an email; you can display them right 

on-site. And the added bonus… you’re improving the customer experience while potentially 

increasing your average order value!

83%
of consumers say they need some kind 
of support during their online journey.

Source: Econsultancy

62% of consumers admit that the recommendations given to them 
help them find what they want and intend to buy.

Source: Yahoo Small Business

http://ctt.ec/aG2C4
http://ctt.ec/o47lz


On-Site Remarketing – Recommendations
"You May Also Like…"
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On-Site Remarketing – Recommendations
"Items You May Enjoy…"
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I just want to talk to someone!
It’s frustrating. You can’t find what you’re looking for or need more information and of course that’s 

when there’s not a salesperson in sight. Not only do you leave the store empty handed, but you leave 

with a bad taste in your mouth.

The same thing happens online. If we can’t get the help or answers we need, we leave.

Now obviously you can’t give customers a physical person, but you can do the next best thing… 

display an on-site message o�ering customer service via a live chat function or a call back from a 

representative to provide the same element of real-time assistance.

31% of online shoppers from both the US & UK say they would be 
more likely to purchase after a live chat.

Source: Econsultancy
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On-Site Remarketing – Live Chat
"Chat with One of Our Experts Now…"
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On-Site Remarketing – Call Back
"We'll Call You Back in the next 5 Minutes…"
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Gotta run, can you hold that?
Your kid is throwing a temper tantrum, the phone rings, you’re late for dinner… there’s a million 

reasons but sometimes you get distracted or just have to go.

Similar to putting your items aside and placing them on hold, you can extend the same service to 

busy buyers online. An ‘Email My Basket’ type message not only allows the customer to complete 

their purchase when they’re ready (and stress-free) but you now have their email address for addition 

remarketing opportunities… but that’s a lesson for another Little Black Book :-)
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On-Site Remarketing – Email My Basket
"Putting Your Order on Hold?"
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On-Site Remarketing – Email My Basket
"We Can Arrange a Reminder for You…"
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On-Site Remarketing – Email My Basket
"We Can Send You a Reminder by Email…"
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On-Site Acquisition



The Newbie.
We’ve talked about the customer who’s ready to buy and the customer who just needs a little help. 

But what about the customer who is brand new to your site?

          At the risk of sounding like a broken record… it’s  

          another case of di�erent customer,     

          di�erent stage… and you guessed it… a di�erent  

             message needed for proper engagement.

This is the start of a beautiful 
relationship.
Ah, a first time visitor. Someone who may not yet know the full extent of your awesomeness!

Maybe you have a loyalty program or send out a series of promotional messages to registered users. 

There’s a budding relationship here waiting to bloom and you just need one thing… 

their email address. Well what are you waiting for? Now is the perfect time to 

display that on-site message encouraging them to sign-up or opt-in to take 

advantage of all the wonderful things you have to o�er!



On-Site Remarketing – Opt-In
"Join Our Mailing List…"
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On-Site Remarketing – Opt-In
"Sign up for Our Emails…"
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On-Site Remarketing – Opt-In
"Get in the Loop…"
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Let me show you around.
After you get acquainted, the natural next step is to show someone around. You know their name but 

maybe now you want to roll out the red carpet and give them a 

guided tour of your site. Is there a special promotion going on, 

certain online features they should be aware of?

On-Site Remarketing for new customers doesn’t have to stop

 at getting their email address. Consider further engaging them 

with helpful tips and tricks, so their first shopping experience

 isn’t their last.



On-Site Remarketing – O�ers
"10% of Your First Order"
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On-Site Remarketing – Helpful Tips
"Want to Learn More…"
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Parting Thoughts



I’ll leave you with this...
Each customer journey includes numerous touch points. And in our haste to connect all the dots in 

this digital landscape, we must be careful not to just ‘check the box’ when it comes to online 

engagement.

Be mindful of where your customers are in their buying cycle and what your objective is at each 

stage. Whether it be for conversion, customer service or acquisition, stop and take the time to 

understand your customers and reconnect them with the type of On-Site Remarketing message 

they’re looking for. 

And lastly, in the words of someone who could say it better than I ever could…

“Every contact we have with a customer influences 
whether or not they’ll come back. We have to be 
great every time or we’ll lose them.”
- Kevin Stritz
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Thanks!

Get in Touch!
Hello@SaleCycle.com

Share The Love...

SaleCycle

Americas Headquarters

13800 Coppermine Road

Herndon, VA 20171

USA
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